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ABSTRACT:

Current concepts postulate a decisive role of the cerebellar nodulus in the processing of otolith input. We hypothesized that nodular lesions abolish otolith-perceptual integration, predicting alignment of perceived direction of earth-vertical with the z-axis of the head and not with gravity.

In an 80-year-old patient with acute heminodular infarction, the subjective visual vertical (SVV) deviated contralesional by -21.1° when upright. After subtracting this offset, perceived vertical closely matched the patient’s head orientation when roll-tilted. Otolith-ocular reflexes remained normal. This is the first report on abolished earth-verticality perception in heminodular stroke and underlines the importance of the nodulus in spatial orientation.
INTRODUCTION

The most caudal parts of the cerebellar vermis, i.e., the ventral part of lobule IX (uvula) and lobule X (nodulus) are part of the vestibulo-cerebellum. These structures are a coordination center for eye, head, and body motion in space. The nodulus and uvula receive dense projections from the vestibular nuclei. Neurons in the nodulus and the ventral uvula play an important role in integrating semicircular canal (SCC) and otolith signals and discriminating head tilt from translation. Thus, for spatial orientation, the nodulus and uvula are essential in generating internal models to provide neural estimates of direction of gravity. Electrophysiologically, Purkinje cells in the caudal vermis show responses that reflect estimates of head-tilt relative to gravity.

Behaviorally, internal estimates of gravity can be quantified by setting a line along the perceived vertical – the subjective visual vertical (SVV). While estimates are very accurate when upright, systematic physiological roll-angle dependent misestimations occur: roll over-compensation (“E-effect”) for small (<60°) and large (>120-135°) whole-body roll-tilt, roll under-compensation (“A-effect”) for medium-sized (range=60-120°) angles. While several sensory systems contribute to internal estimates of verticality, otolith input is considered the most important source, as these organs directly sense linear acceleration. In view of the dense otolith and SCC projections to the caudal vermis, we predict an important role of the nodulus and uvula in integrating otolith input for verticality estimates. Consequently, for nodular lesions we predict disruption of this integration, resulting in verticality estimates that are relative to the head and not to gravity.

The ventral uvula and the nodulus control the duration and spatial orientation of the angular vestibulo-ocular reflex (aVOR). This nystagmus is elicited by a sudden change in head-rotation velocity along an earth-vertical axis and dies away with a decay time-constant (dTc) of 10-20sec, outlasting the corresponding dTc measured in the vestibular nerve by a factor of 2-3. The prolongation of the vestibular response is provided by a neuronal network (velocity-storage mechanism). When the head is reoriented with respect to gravity early in the post-rotatory nystagmus phase, the dTc of the horizontal aVOR is reduced (tilt dumping), while the velocity...
along an axis orthogonal to the plane defined by the previous rotation and tilt axes is increased, reflecting a reorientation of the eye-rotation axis towards the gravitational vector and indicating resolution of the canal-otolith conflict caused by the head-tilt. In humans, bilateral (but not unilateral) lesions of the nodulus and uvula result in a loss of tilt dumping.

Here we describe changes in otolith-perceptual and otolith-ocular responses after heminodular stroke.

CASE DESCRIPTION

A 80-year-old male was admitted to the emergency department with a sudden-onset spinning sensation accompanied by gait imbalance and nausea. A detailed neuro-otological evaluation revealed right-beating spontaneous nystagmus, but no gaze-evoked nystagmus, periodic alternating nystagmus (PAN), vertical skew or head-tilt. Finger-to-noise and heel-to-chin pointing were accurate; the head-impulse test was normal. Speech was not dysarthric. Walking was broad-based and severely ataxic and he tended to fall to the left side. MRI demonstrated sub-acute ischemia in the right cerebellar heminodulus (Fig. 1). Treatment with rivaroxaban was initiated as atrial fibrillation was detected. Having recovered almost completely, he was discharged after six days.

METHODS

Written informed consent was obtained. The protocol was approved by the local ethics committee and was in accordance with ethical standards laid down in the 2013 Declaration of Helsinki for research involving human subjects.

The SVV was used to assess internal estimates of verticality in upright and whole-body roll-tilted positions (±45°/±90°). By turning a knob, the patient repetitively adjusted a luminous line along perceived direction of vertical (15sec time limit for each adjustment, see for details). For comparison, SVV measurements in 11 healthy controls were obtained. The integrity of the velocity-
storage mechanism was assessed by measuring the dTc of the aVOR during and immediately after rightward/leftward yaw-axis rotation (constant-velocity=100°/s) with the scleral search-coil technique (Universal Trading Ventures Inc., Cleveland, USA). To quantify tilt suppression, we roll-tilted the patient 2sec after stopping the turntable clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) by 30° and compared dTcs with those without roll-tilting. Video-oculography (VOG; Interacoustics, Assens, Denmark) was used to quantify saccades, smooth pursuit, spontaneous nystagmus, gaze-evoked nystagmus, positional nystagmus, head-shaking nystagmus and the head-impulse test (all six canals). Cervical and ocular vestibular-evoked myogenic potentials (VEMPs) were obtained. All data was analyzed in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Nantick, USA) with custom-written programs.

RESULTS

VOG demonstrated right (average=6.2°/s) and up-beating (average=2.6°/s) spontaneous nystagmus, while no nystagmus on eccentric gaze and no PAN were noted. Pursuit was hampered by the spontaneous nystagmus, but was otherwise smooth. Saccades were metric and had normal latency and velocity. There was no head-shaking nystagmus. Apogeotropic horizontal nystagmus was noted when turning the head to either side in supine position. VEMPs showed borderline asymmetry-ratios (normal<30%) with larger responses on the left side (cervical VEMPs: asymmetry-ratio=30% at 100dB; ocular VEMPs: asymmetry-ratio=36%). The 3D-video-head-impulse test was normal. Fundus-photography demonstrated static binocular cyclorotation to the left, suggesting partial ocular-tilt reaction.

The SVV (on day 3 after symptom-onset) deviated CCW (i.e., contralesionally) by -26.9±3.3°/-17.9±2.8° (average±1SD; CW/CCW arrow rotations) when upright (Fig. 2A). Adjustment errors were larger when roll-tilted left-ear-down compared to right-ear-down. Relative to healthy controls (95%-confidence interval, Fig. 2A), these errors were markedly larger. At follow-up 12 weeks later, the SVV had partially recovered with errors of -13.3±2.8°/-8.0±3.5° when upright and reduced errors when roll-tilted (Fig. 2B).
Internal estimates of direction of gravity in our patient were altered in two ways: (1) due to the laterality of the lesion, otolith processing was imbalanced, yielding a contralesional SVV bias when upright; and (2) perceived vertical when roll-tilted strongly deviated towards the whole-body roll-tilted position. In order to estimate the global shift in verticality perception, we subtracted this offset when upright. Resulting estimates during the acute phase and on follow-up were compared with predicted adjustments along earth-vertical and body-longitudinal axes (Fig. 2C). Acutely, estimates closely matched the prediction for head-fixed adjustments; on follow-up estimates were in-between an earth-fixed frame and a head-fixed frame.

**aVOR and tilt dumping:** During yaw rotation, the horizontal aVOR dTc averaged (±1SD) 9.3±1.0sec/6.8±1.4sec (rightward/leftward rotations). Post-rotatory dTcs (without pitch/roll) were 11.2sec/12.5sec. Roll-tilting the patient by 30° 2sec after abruptly stopping the turntable reduced the average horizontal aVOR dTc to 7.4sec/6.7sec. Compared to the decrease of the dTc to ≈7sec in healthy humans, this suggests normal tilt dumping (Fig. 3).

**DISCUSSION**

For a better understanding of the physiology and pathophysiology of the cerebellar nodulus, lesion studies and electrophysiological stimulation studies in non-human primates remain the most important source of information. In humans, literature about nodular function is scarce due to the very low incidence of selective lesions. This is the first report demonstrating that, after acute heminodular stroke, the perception of earth-verticality remains aligned with the head in different roll-tilt positions. Both the SVV bias and the patient’s tendency to fall when walking were contralesional. Our findings support the hypothesis of the nodulus being critical in the use of otolith input to allow accurate verticality perception. On follow-up 12 weeks later, partial recovery of otolith-input integration, as indicated by SVV adjustments falling in-between predictions for head-fixed and earth-fixed coordinate frames, paralleled clinical recovery, and likely indicate that central
compensation was not complete. Preserved tilt suppression in our patient acutely after heminodular stroke compares well with data from healthy controls\textsuperscript{8,15,16} and patients with heminodular lesions.\textsuperscript{11} The dissociation between impaired perceptual and preserved vestibulo-ocular motor responses in case of a heminodular lesion indicates that the remaining heminodulus is sufficient to trigger aVOR tilt-suppression. This hypothesis is supported by Moon,\textsuperscript{11} reporting loss of aVOR tilt in 2/2 patients with bilateral nodular lesions and 0/2 patients with unilateral nodular lesions.

Previously, upbeat nystagmus was described for cerebellar stroke in the PICA territory,\textsuperscript{17} however, whether this was specifically linked to nodular damage is not clear. Our case suggests that heminodular damage may result in upbeat nystagmus. Lack of PAN in our patient suggests that bilateral damage of the nodulus is required for this peculiar spontaneous nystagmus.\textsuperscript{11,18-20} At the same time, we propose that based on our case and on one case with heminodular stroke in the literature,\textsuperscript{11} not only bilateral lesions of the nodulus\textsuperscript{6} or combined bilateral uvulo-nodular lesions\textsuperscript{18} result in direction-changing (apogeotropic) positional nystagmus, but that heminodular damage is sufficient to cause such position-dependent ocular motor instability. Both spontaneous horizontal nystagmus beating towards the lesioned side\textsuperscript{11} and contralesional lateropulsion\textsuperscript{11} were previously described and matched findings in our patient. Gaze holding, smooth pursuit, saccades and the head-impulse test were normal, consistent with previous reports, indicating intact ocular-motor vermis and floccular regions.\textsuperscript{11}

In summary, we propose that heminodular stroke results in a dissociation between perceptual and vestibulo-ocular motor otolith-mediated responses: while the integration of the otolith signal for perceptual estimates of direction of gravity is lost, tilt dumping is preserved, suggesting that residual heminodular function is sufficient to generate this reflexive response. Additional ocular-motor abnormalities after heminodular stroke in humans include spontaneous ipsilesional nystagmus and direction-changing (apogeotropic) horizontal positional nystagmus, while PAN suggests bilateral damage of the nodulus.
FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1:
MR-images demonstrating the location (indicated by the solid arrows) and extension (being restricted to the right heminodulus with possible minor involvement of the upper pole of the right cerebellar tonsil) of the ischemic lesion in the axial (panel A, axial T2-weighted sequence, slice thickness: 4mm, in addition, high-resolution T2-weighted axial images of the cerebellum were obtained with a slice thickness of 0.5mm), sagittal (panel B, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery or FLAIR sequence, slice thickness: 0.9mm) and frontal (panel C, FLAIR sequence; slice thickness: 1mm) plane (diffusion restriction on axial DWI (slice thickness: 4mm) not shown). MR-images: courtesy of the Institute of Neuroradiology, University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland.

Figure 2:
Average adjustment errors (±1SD) of perceived vertical (acute phase: panel A; follow-up: panel B) with results separately presented for trials with CW (grey filled circles interconnected by a solid black line) and CCW (grey filled squares interconnected by a dashed black line) arrow rotations and predictions for adjustments when the nodulus is damaged (panel C). Panels A and B: for comparison, the 95% confidence interval (CI) of 11 healthy human subjects (not age-matched, 43.1±13.4 years; average age±1SD) is shown in grey. Panel C: predicted verticality adjustments both in case of preserved (i.e., along the earth vertical axis $\rightarrow$ earth-fixed frame; light-grey dashed line) and abolished (i.e., along the head longitudinal axis $\rightarrow$ head-fixed frame, light-grey dashed-dotted line) integration of otolith input are compared with the experimental data from our patient in the acute phase (in black) and on follow-up (in dark-grey). Based on the assumption that the laterality of the lesion induces an additional bias of fixed size in all positions, this offset as determined in upright position (Fig. 2A) was subtracted from all positions. Acutely after right-sided heminodular stroke perceived vertical (black solid line for CW arrow rotations; black dashed line...
for CCW arrow rotations) matched the prediction for a head-fixed frame closely. On follow-up, perceived vertical (dark-grey solid line for CW arrow rotations; dark-grey dashed line for CCW arrow rotations) was in-between a head-fixed frame and an earth-fixed frame, suggesting partial recovery of otolith-input integration after heminodular loss.

Figure 3:
Post-rotatory angular vestibulo-ocular reflex (aVOR) decay characteristics are compared for conditions with and without whole-body roll (30° CW or CCW) two seconds after leftward turntable rotation was abruptly stopped, predicting shortening of the dTc after tilting (with reported values ranging around 7sec). In this example, eye velocity values (circles, the velocity of individual slow phases) and fits (using an exponential decay function) are shown for both conditions with tilt dumping (grey dashed trace, CCW head roll by 30°) and without (black solid line) after leftward turntable rotation. Noteworthy, the dTc was shortened considerably from 12.6sec to 7.1sec when the patient was roll-tilted, indicating preserved tilt dumping.
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